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A short story about a Scottish selkie.



Let me tell you a story.It begins, as so many stories do, with a meeting. Americans heading to
Scotland, for business or pleasure, have a certain idea of what to expect. Some even have
things to hope for. The wild mountains, glassy lochs, a wee dram of whisky, purple heather, and
countless photographs of Highland terriers or Border collies set against a lovely background
have built it up in their minds.So much so that it is not uncommon to find women who claim to
want a ‘strong Scotsman’, whose entire experience of this species was with Braveheart or
various romance novels.So, once upon a time…
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Tara, “Buy it, you won't regret it!. I have already purchased artwork from Peppa and I couldn't turn
down the chance to have a copy of this book! The story is adorable and the artwork is
phenomenal, as always!”

Sonya, “Amazing illustrations and a cute storyline.. I truly love everything from this artist and the
book was amazing. If you love the book check out her Etsy page. ”

BLee, “Such a great story. The story is wonderful and the artwork is adorable. I can't wait to read
this to my granddaughter over and over.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “So talented. I recently discovered Peppa Potter art on Etsy. Have ordered
many prints and will be ordering more.I was so excited to see she has a book out as well. I loved
it, everything about it. The story was subtle yet powerful, illustrations were creative and perfectly
drawn.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Talented artist. I follow this talented artist on Instagram and was so excited
to buy this book. It's a sweet little kid's story but i also recommend it for anyone who collects
other artist's work.”

PATRICK FELLOWS, “Chilling short story. If you like Black Mirror and Inside No 9 you will love
this haunting monograph of a deranged psychopath.”

The book by Olivier GABRIEL has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 18 people have provided feedback.
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